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Main points: 

1. Knowledge transfer - Subcommies Team 
2. Organization Fall NWM Pisa – Open Call Spring NWM 
3. NCM Brussels - NetCom trips 
4. PR Campaign 
5. Twin Antenna Project 
6. Active Communication – Implementation of the AA 

 
 
 

1. Knowledge Transfer – Subcommie Team 
 

The first 2 weeks of the term Skopje-Enschede will be spent collecting all files 
from previous term, data and information sheets at Pierre disposal. I actually will ask 
him to sent to my dropbox this information and through emails get advices and 
suggestions for the future work and the continuation of what he already started. I’ll 
contact also subcommies from previous term to have their point of view on the 
situation of their locals. Moreover I will read the Knowledge Transfer booklet for the 
Network Commission. 

In parallel, as before the Agora Skopje I had already contacts with some 
people willing to collaborate as subcommissioners I’ll ask them confirmation and as 
soon as possible try to form a Subcommie Team that could work on the entire Italian 
field. A Google group will be formed to share internal files and the mailing list will 
facilitate the active communication with my Subcommie Team. 
 

2. Organization Fall NWM Pisa - Open Call Spring NWM 
 

As the organization (content-wise) of the NWM in Pisa was postponed after 
the Agora Skopje, in the first week of the term I’ll work on providing a draft 
programme with full content for the NWM to be held in Pisa in December-January. It 
will be a bit late for a Fall NWM but I think its importance for the Network and the 
region goes beyond any time period limit. Thus I’ll work to make it happen. I’ll push 
the local organizers asking them for all the information on the logistics, organization 
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of social programme and budget. I’ll look also for trainers that 
could help and that are interested in holding sessions/presentation and workshops. 

Since a Spring NWM will have to be organized, and I don’t have any request 
from locals willing to organize it since now, I will make an Open Call trying to choose 
the best location for the future NWM. 

 
 

3. NCM Brussels - NetCom trips 
 

As already planned from 1st till 4th of December I’ll be in Brussels for the first 
NetCom Meeting of the new team. This meeting will get me more deeply into the 
NetCom work; experience from the previous term netcommies will help me a lot to 
improve my knowledge of the NetCom work and more specifically on all the 
procedures and best-practice for the management of the locals under my 
responsibility. I’ll try to get every detail, suggestion, advice, help the meeting will 
bring up and try to put into practice when dealing with problems, requests, 
questions of members of the Italian-maltese region. 

Concerning the NetCom trips, I haven’t planned a schedule (I plan to do it 
asap) but I think the first one will be in December in Sicily, where the most 
complicate situation is Messina; I will meet their current members and check the 
situation how is evolving and agree on future actions to be taken. I will meet my 
subcommie and plan with him the future actions and work to be done in that area.  
 
 

4. PR Campaign 
 

In the previous term Pierre and Nico Donno (AEGEE-Ferrara) worked on a 
new website that could contain info on all the Italian antennae. The website 
www.aegee.it was already lunched and is working since January 2011 and during SU 
period has touched 2000 visits per month.  

The new draft (http://www.aegee.it/new/), will contain updated contents, 
more detailed info on AEGEE at European level, a page dedicated to the events, a 
new structure, a page for downloading useful documents that could be of great help 
for the locals work. The idea is to start presenting everything at the next NWM in 
Pisa, and lunch the new version. 

 
 

5. Twin Antenna Project 
 

I will try to enhance the participation and knowledge of project as much as I 
can during this term because It’s a good way to start collaboration and have more 
thematic focus by the Italian locals having the opportunity to collaborate with other 
European locals, get best practices and share experiences. Before the Agora I already 
had the local board from AEGEE-Salerno and AEGEE-Thessaloniki agreed on starting 
a future twin since EBM Izmir. I’m in contact with both Presidents and working on 
the future activity plan. They seems very enthusiastic about this and both can have 
mutual improvements in their management of the antennae and in the 

http://www.aegee.it/
http://www.aegee.it/new/
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attractiveness of their work. I hope other twins will come in Italy 
because right now we only have Catania as twin. 

 
6. Active Communication – Implementation of the AA 

 
I will maintain a constant communication on the RAINBOW-L mailinglist. Also 

with the internal mailing list I will try to always be in touch with my subommies and 
through them with all the locals. Help the locals in needs and advice them solutions 
to solve the main problems. The main communication tools used will be emails, 
skype meetings with subcommie team (hopefully monthly) and individual telephone 
calls.  

The active communication will have as final goal that of strengthen 
relationship between locals and lead them to future collaborations (mostly locals of 
near areas) and a more thematic focus of their work trying to stay in the parameters 
put by the Action Agenda for this year.  
  


